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QUESTION 56
You have a routed fabric and want to expand the network by adding another switch. You have added an ISL between two switches and the switch
remains segmented.
What is causing the problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The xlate ID must be the same in both switches.
The FID must be different in both switches.
The xlate ID must be different in both switches.
The FID must be the same in both switches.

Correct Answer: D
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 57
Referring to the exhibit, you see CRCs in the fabric and need to isolate the source.

Which porterrshow counter should you use?
A.
B.
C.
D.

crc
enc in
bad eof
crc g_eof

Correct Answer: D
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 58
You suspect that a performance issue in your fabric is being caused by SCSI reservation conflicts on a large LUN.
Which two tools would be used to confirm this suspicion? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

portlogdump command
portstatsshow command
Flow Monitor
Flow Mirror

Correct Answer: CD
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 59
The porterrshow command lists Class 3 frame discards increasing on some of the ISLs on a Brocade 6520. You need to identify the host that sent the
frame and the storage to where the frame was being sent.
Which command would you use?
A.
B.
C.
D.

framelog
fabriclog
portlogdump
framerpathtest

Correct Answer: A
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 60
Refer to the exhibit.

Referring to the exhibit, you have connected Server A to the fabric and it cannot see Storage B.
What would resolve this problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The DID must be the same for Server A to see Storage B.
The FID must be the same for Server A to see Storage B.
The Logical switch ID must be different for Server A to see Storage B.
Server A is not zoned to Storage B.

Correct Answer: B
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 61

Refer to the exhibit.

You have installed a Brocade 6510 switch into a fabric with 8 Gbps devices. You begin experiencing bottlenecks on the 8 Gbps ports.
What would you do to correct this problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Configure Ingress Rate Limiting on the 16 Gbps devices.
Configure Target Rate Limiting on the 8 Gbps device ports.
Configure Bottleneck Detection.
Install an additional ISL between switches.

Correct Answer: A
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 62
You have an ISL that is oversubscribed. You clear the port statistics and run the porterrshow command.
Which output would you expect to see?

A.
B.
C.
D.

CRC errors incrementing with no enc_out errors
enc_in errors incrementing with no CRC errors
enc_out errors incrementing with no disc_c3 errors
disc_c3 errors incrementing with no CRC errors

Correct Answer: D
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 63
You are using FC routing to allow a host in the edge fabric FID 10 to communicate with a target in the edge fabric FID 20. The backbone FID is 100. The
host is unable to communicate with the target.

Which statement is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The host is offline.
The target is offline.
LSAN zones have not been configured on the edge fabric FID 30.
LSAN zones have not been configured on the backbone fabric.

Correct Answer: A
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 64
Refer to the exhibit.

You must configure an FCIP circuit between the devices shown in the exhibit using the addresses shown. Local subnet connectivity has been verified
and functional, but the circuit has failed to come online.
Which statement is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Physical port speed must match on both ends of the link.
FCIP tunnels require both nodes to be on the same subnet.
VLAN Tagging must be configured.
An IP route must be configured.

Correct Answer: D
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting

QUESTION 65
FC-FC routing is taking too long to present and set up paths for the proxy devices. This is causing some servers to time out.
Which action would solve this problem?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Run a Superping.
Use the speed tag feature.
Use the enforce tag feature.
Decrease the R_RDY mode.

Correct Answer: B
Section: Advanced Troubleshooting
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